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Introduction and methodology 
The Creative Industries in Townsville are currently inadequately defined in terms of the 
nature of the workforce, as well as the contribution of this sector to the Townsville economy.  
When initially considering available sources to better understand the workforce and map the 
economic contribution, it became apparent that readily available data sources would have to 
be used, given this was a preliminary study designed to identify key issues and opportunities 
appropriate for a large-scale and major study. While it could have been possible to search the 
internet for example, this would result in the omission of a number of practitioners working 
within this sector who do not have an online presence, in addition to the fact that many online 
sites for Creative practitioners and small-medium enterprises lack detail and are often out of 
date. A mailing list could also be sought and/or compiled to survey the Creative Industries 
employees of Townsville; however this and any desktop internet research are major tasks 
requiring significant resources beyond the scope of this preliminary study. The data sources 
that were chosen for relative reliability and accessibility were the Yellow Pages and the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics census data. These data sources would certainly provide some 
insights into Townsville’s Creative Industries sector, yet they represent the tip of the iceberg, 
with much more to tell beneath the surface.  As explained above, a full story requires a major 
and ongoing study. 
At the same time, the Yellow Pages and ABS census data have their own constraints. The 
Yellow Pages is reliant on customers paying to be included. It is likely other Creative 
practitioners are working in Townsville yet not included in this source of data. Constraints of 
the ABS census data include the fact that the free of charge ‘table builder’ function only 
allows for 4-digit selection of occupation analysis. If the full version was acquired, data 
selection at the 6 and 8-digit level would become available, giving more depth and detail 
about occupations not specified at the 4-digit level. The ABS census data essentially provides 
the total of Creative Industries workers in Townsville; it does not convey where they are 
located by either suburb or street address. In addition, while the Yellow Pages does provide 
street addresses on most occasions, at times there is only a suburb provided. 
In order to give a sense of the size of the city, the two most recent censuses reveal that 
Townsville’s population was 154,628 in 2006, growing to 174,461 in 2011, representing 
12.8% growth over five years. Thus, it is a small-medium city but one that is steadily 
increasing in terms of population. In terms of the geographical area included in this study, 
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Townsville’s official ‘Local Government Area’ was selected, involving 10 different 
postcodes (4810 to 4819). Figure 1 below displays the area in question. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.Geographical layout of Townsville by suburb. 
 
Figure 1 above overviews the different suburbs situated in Townsville, thus was used as the 
frame of reference when analysing the Creative Industries in the Yellow Pages (see below). 
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Yellow Pages analysis 
The first step was to get an overall sense of the different creative workers in Townsville, 
which includes those involved in the core creative arts, other core creative practices, wider 
and related cultural industries, based on the concept developed by David Throsby (2008)1. 
Initially the numbers of companies/people were counted in their occupation group which 
enabled a very basic distribution of Creative Industries within Townsville.  The data was 
gathered and entered into an excel spread sheet, under the following headings: company 
name, occupation, street address, suburb, and post code. There were over 360 entries which 
were then plotted on Google Earth (see Appendix 1 for a full list of these practitioners). The 
plotting on Google Earth is displayed as Figure 2 below:  
 
 
Figure 2. Geospatial mapping of Townsville’s Creative Industries workers and 
organisations listed in the publically available Yellow Pages (2013).  
The data in Figure 2 reveals the fact that, in general, Creative Industries are generally widely 
spread across Townsville. While there is some level of increased presence in certain areas 
(e.g. CBD), there is no overwhelming ‘hot spot’ of activity. This represents, to some degree, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1See	  Throsby, D. (2008). The concentric circles model of the cultural Industries, Cultural Trends, 17(3), 147-164. 
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a potential issue for investigation, given ‘clusters’ or hot spots might lead to advantages for 
creative workers and clients.  
In order to further visualise the Creative Industries in terms of where they are located within 
suburbs, the following figure was developed using GIS mapping, based on the same data 
from the Yellow Pages. See Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3. Geospatial mapping of Townsville’s Creative Industries by suburb (2013). 
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Figure 3 illustrates that while relatively widespread across Townsville, there is some 
increased level of activity in the city area (46), Kirwan (30), Garbutt (26), and Aitkenvale 
(23). There is certainly no clustering of services in and around the city centre for example, an 
issue of interest for follow-up research and investigation. 
 
ABS Census Data 
The Australian bureau of statistics (ABS) data was constructed through defining occupations 
in the Creative Industries; the ABS defines its occupations through the Australian and New 
Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations (ANZSCO). The ABS census data for 2006 
and 2011 contained a number of Creative Industries workers operating in Townsville. These 
were firstly determined as individual occupation areas for each of 2006-11, after which they 
were aggregated using the concentric circles model and concept put forward by David 
Throsby (2008). 
 
A further limitation of the ABS Census Data 
Prior to discussing the ABS census data that was gathered in this study, an additional 
limitation needs to be presented, namely any 4-digit ABS census analysis fails to convey 
data if the numerical value of the occupation group is less than 3. While a zero would 
typically appear, the display of this data is randomized, so an initial search for an art 
occupation may show a zero, while the second time it may display a one for example. Thus, 
very low numbers should be viewed on this basis. 
Nevertheless, the following table presents the Creative occupations listed in the ABS census 
data in both 2006 and 2011. The occupations are grouped according to whether they are part 
of the core creative arts, other core, wider and related cultural industries. The change in 
volume across 2006 to 2011 is presented and also displayed as a percentage. The table 
includes some occupations with a ‘not further defined’ (nfd) code, this meaning a respondent 
to the Census survey has given incomplete occupation information, although enough to allow 
coding to a general occupation. See Table 1 below. 
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Table 1. Creative Industries occupations in Townsville across 2006 and 2011 
Creative Occupations in Townsville 2006 2011 Volume change % change 
Core Creative Arts (Total) 142 136 -6 -4% 
- Actors, Dancers and Other Entertainers 24 16 -8 -33% 
- Arts Professionals, nfd 8 7 -1 -13% 
- Authors, and Book and Script Editors 5 8 3 60% 
- Music Professionals 31 42 11 35% 
- Performing Arts Technicians 43 34 -9 -21% 
- Visual Arts and Crafts Professionals 31 29 -2 -6% 
Other Core Cultural (Total) 70 68 -2 -3% 
- Photographers 54 58 4 7% 
- Photographic Developers and Printers 16 10 -6 -38% 
Wider Cultural Industries (Total) 1,462 1,572 110 8% 
- Advertising and Marketing Professionals 121 101 -20 -17% 
- Advertising and Sales Managers 351 392 41 12% 
- Binders, Finishers and Screen Printers 14 9 -5 -36% 
- Conference and Event Organisers 66 98 32 48% 
- Film, Television, Radio and Stage Directors 25 17 -8 -32% 
- ICT Managers 49 97 48 98% 
- ICT Support Technicians 163 222 59 36% 
- ICT Trainers 10 5 -5 -50% 
- Journalists and Other Writers 96 98 2 2% 
- Media Professionals, nfd - 11 - - 
- Printers 58 35 -23 -40% 
- Printing Assistants and Table Workers 38 12 -24 -68% 
- Production Managers 234 264 30 13% 
- Public Relations Professionals 73 75 2 3% 
- Software and Applications Programmers 81 81 0 0% 
- Archivists, Curators and Records Managers 31 21 -10 -32% 
- Artistic Directors, and Media Producers and 
Presenters 52 34 -18 -35% 
Related Industries (Total) 289 272 -17 -6% 
- Architects and Landscape Architects 59 51 -8 -14% 
- Architects, Designers, Planners and Surveyors, 
nfd 17 14 -3 -18% 
- Fashion, Industrial and Jewellery Designers 8 7 -1 -13% 
- Graphic and Web Designers, and Illustrators 110 107 -3 -3% 
- Graphic Pre-press Trades Workers 13 6 -7 -54% 
- Interior Designers 25 22 -3 -12% 
- Multimedia Specialists and Web Developers 16 18 2 13% 
- Signwriters 41 47 6 15% 
Creative Industries (Total) 1,963 2,048 85 4% 
Townsville workforce (Total) 65,226 70,923 5,697 9% 
Percentage share of Creative Industries within 
Townsville workforce 3.0% 2.9%  -4.0% 
 
In order to view this change in the Creative Industries sector in Townsville another way, and 
prior to discussing key aspects of the table, Figure 4 below displays the broad creative 
occupation areas from Table 1 via the concentric circle model, as originally developed by 
Throsby (2008).  See Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Townsville’s Creative Industries growth 2006-11 (based on Throsby 2008).
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The data in both Table 1 and Figure 4 enables the following general comments to be made 
about Townsville’s creative industries sector from 2006 to 2011: 
• Overall, the Creative Industries sector – as a percentage of the total Townsville 
workforce – has declined slightly over the 5-year period, most likely as a result of 
significant growth in other areas of the workforce such as in mining; 
• Commercially oriented creative workers represent the majority of the sector, rather 
than traditional artists in the core creative arts; 
• While there is overall growth in Townsville’s Creative Industries across the 5-year 
period, three of the four sectors in fact declined during this time, with the ‘wider 
cultural industries’ the only area to grow significantly; 
• Some occupations show significant decline or growth, although these figures should 
thus be read in context, given they often involve a low starting base; and 
• There does appear to be evidence of the decline of some occupations due to ongoing 
conversion to digital practices, such as the reduction in the number of photographic 
developers/printers, printers and printing assistants and table workers. 
In order to consider the nature of the Townsville Creative Industries sector in a wider context, 
the data presentation method developed in Table 1 was applied to national Creative Industries 
occupations (see Table 2 below). 
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Table 2. National Creative Industries occupations across 2006 and 2011 
 
The data in Table 2 above reveals that employment in the Creative Industries across the 
nation has increased over the period 2006-11. That is, the core creative arts sector grew by 
1%, other core cultural by 4%, wider cultural industries by 8% and related industries by 14%. 
It is interesting that the Creative Industries sector grew faster than the workforce in general. 
The data also reveal that Townsville’s Creative Industries workforce lags behind the national 
     
Creative Occupations National 2006 2011 
Volume 
change 
% 
change 
Core Creative Arts (Total) 34694 35195 501 1% 
- Actors, Dancers and Other Entertainers 5165 5663 498 10% 
- Arts Professionals nfd 1903 1887 -16 -1% 
- Authors, and Book and Script Editors 3797 4208 411 11% 
- Music Professionals 7875 7803 -72 -1% 
- Performing Arts Technicians 9343 10015 672 7% 
- Visual Arts and Crafts Professionals 6611 5619 -992 -15% 
Other Core Cultural (Total) 10827 11291 464 4% 
- Photographers 7543 9385 1842 24% 
- Photographic Developers and Printers 3284 1906 -1378 -42% 
Wider Cultural Industries (Total) 325385 372642 47257 15% 
- Advertising and Marketing Professionals 36618 45070 8452 23% 
- Advertising, Public Relations and Sales Managers 87320 97240 9920 11% 
- Archivists, Curators and Records Managers 5118 5594 476 9% 
- Artistic Directors, and Media Producers and Presenters 8363 9630 1267 15% 
- Conference and Event Organisers 11666 16229 4563 39% 
- Film, Television, Radio and Stage Directors 6826 7906 1080 16% 
- ICT Managers 29963 42087 12124 40% 
- ICT Support Technicians 34549 41467 6918 20% 
- ICT Trainers 2758 2583 -175 -6% 
- Journalists and Other Writers 18709 19762 1053 6% 
- Media Professionals nfd 1528 2064 536 35% 
- Printers 15311 12316 -2995 -20% 
- Printing Assistants and Table Workers 5965 4280 -1685 -28% 
- Production Managers 42536 46886 4350 10% 
- Public Relations Professionals 13690 15956 2266 17% 
- Print Finishers and Screen Printers 4465 3572 -893 -20% 
Related Industries (Total) 129602 147427 17825 14% 
- Architects and Landscape Architects 15749 17599 1850 12% 
- Architects, Designers, Planners and Surveyors nfd 3558 4126 568 16% 
- Fashion, Industrial and Jewellery Designers 6231 6879 648 10% 
- Graphic and Web Designers, and Illustrators 29364 34690 5326 18% 
- Graphic Pre-press Trades Workers 5051 3197 -1854 -37% 
- Interior Designers 5889 6972 1083 18% 
- Multimedia Specialists and Web Developers 5243 7733 2490 47% 
- Signwriters 5658 5487 -171 -3% 
- Software and Applications Programmers 52859 60744 7885 15% 
National Creative Industries (Total) 500508 566555 66047 13% 
National workforce (Total) 8938596 9692305 753709 8% 
Percentage share of Creative Industries in National 
workforce 5.6% 5.8%   4.4% 
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average both in terms of share in overall workforce and growth rate indicating no evidence of 
catching up, although this needs to be explored in more depth and via research before any 
definitive claims can be made, given the potential limitations of the ABS and Yellow Pages 
data available at the time of this analysis. 
 
Age of the Creative Industries workforce 
 
In order to consider the age of the creative workforce in Townsville, ages in brackets were 
captured from the ABS data. See Table 3 which shows the ages within 10-year brackets and 
across the 2006-11 period. 
 
Table 3. An analysis of the ages of the Creative Industries workers in Townsville across 
2006 and 2011 
 
Table 3 above reveals two key changes from 2006-11, with a significant reduction (-52%) in 
the youngest bracket as well as a considerable increase in the 60-69 bracket (61%). These 
findings are interesting and worthy of further exploration in a major study. For example, are 
there more young people engaging in tertiary study thus not entering the workforce when 
finishing school? Are more workers approaching retirement looking for a career change and 
heading to creative practice? Or, are mature age creative workers staying in employment 
longer? 
 
In order to consider how these age brackets contribute to the total Creative Industries 
workforce in Townsville, Figure 5 graphs these as percentages and across 2006 and 2011. 
 
Age by 10 Year Age Groups (AGEP) 
10-19 
years 
20-29 
years 
30-39 
years 
40-49 
years 
50-59 
years 
60-69 
years 
70-79 
years 
Total 2006 65 451 521 505 324 87 10 
Total 2011 31 518 522 508 320 140 9 
Percentage Change  -52% 15% 0% 1% -1% 61% -10% 
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Figure 5. Townsville’s Creative Industries workforce: percentage contribution of age 
brackets across 2006-2011.  
 
As expected, the majority of the workforce is within the 20-50 age bracket, the period where 
most of the population are engaged in employment, although there has been a slight increase 
in the contribution of the 20-29 year old group during the period in question. 
 
Employment modes of the Creative Industries workforce 
 
In order to consider the nature of employment, data was gathered identifying whether the 
Creative Industries workers were employed ‘away from work’, ‘part-time’ or ‘full-time’. See 
Table 4 below, noting “Employed, away from work” refers to those who stated that they were 
working but who did not state the number of hours worked. 
 
Table 4. Employment modes of the Creative Industries workforce in Townsville across 
2006 and 2011 
Labour Force Status Employed, away from 
work 
Employed, worked part-
time 
Employed, worked full-
time 
Total 2006 95 321 1547 
Total 2011 84 327 1637 
Percentage Change -12% 2% 6% 
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Table 4 reveals that, overall there was a slight increase in full-time employment, although 
again this would need to be explored in more detail in a major study to gain a greater set of 
insights into any change across the different modes of employment in the sector. Certainly, it 
is positive that the majority of workers are full-time, given the Creative Industries is typically 
characterised by part-time, project and/or freelance work patterns. 
 
Gender of the Creative Industries workforce 
 
In order to give an insight into the gender of the Creative Industries workers, Table 5 presents 
the ABS data from 2006 and 2011. 
 
Table 5. Total Gender in Townsville: 2006 and 2011 
Gender Totals Female Male 
Total 2006 696 1267 
Total 2011 794 1254 
Percentage change 14% -1% 
 
 
While males continue to represent the majority of the workforce, the increase in the number 
of female workers across the period is significant, another finding worthy of further research 
and exploration.  
 
Level of education of the Creative Industries workforce 
ABS data was gathered to display the highest level of qualification of the Creative Industries 
workforce. See Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6. Highest level of education of the Creative Industries workers in Townsville: 
2006-11. 
 
Figure 6 reveals the fact that, in general, at least 50% Creative Industries workers have 
undertaken some form of post-school learning and training. In addition, this number has 
slightly increased over the 5-year period, given the increase in the number of workers with a 
University qualification. 
 
Income generated by Creative Industries workers 
 
In order to get a sense of the amount of income creative workers generate in Townsville, 
Figure 7 below presents the average weekly income, generated from the ABS data and 
adjusted for inflation (using 2011 dollars). Included is the national average to give broader 
context. 
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Figure 7. Average weekly income of the Creative Industries workforce in Townsville 
and Australia: 2006-2011. 
 
It is positive that there is, on average, growth in the income of Townsville’s workers over the 
5-year period 2006-11. However there is still a lag behind the national average which is 
potentially a significant concern. This gap however needs to be explored in more depth, for 
example, it may relate to cost of living factors, educational attainment, supply/demand or 
other issues.  
 
Workplace and Residency of the Creative Industries workforce  
In order to consider where the Creative Industries employees live and work, Tables 6 and 7 
present this data, with Table 6 showing that for Creative Industries workers only, and Table 
7 showing the entire workforce in Townsville in order to explore any differences. The 
yellow shaded diagonal reveals the percentage share of the workforce residing in a postcode, 
that work in the same postcode. The horizontal postcodes represent place of work, with the 
vertical representing place of residency. 
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Table 6. Analysis of the total residency by workplace: Creative Industries workforce in 
Townsville (2011). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7. Analysis of the total residency by workplace: total workforce in Townsville (2011). 
  Place of residence: 
   4810 4811 4812 4813 4814 4815 4816 4817 4818 4819 
Pl
ac
e 
of
 w
or
k:
 
4810 39.2% 21.8% 22.1% 6.0% 16.6% 13.1% 30.8% 14.1% 13.2% 11.8% 
4811 3.1% 18.7% 4.3% 2.6% 4.6% 5.5% 8.9% 3.7% 3.2% 2.0% 
4812 12.7% 12.8% 26.9% 3.3% 13.2% 9.9% 10.9% 11.2% 10.7% 4.7% 
4813 - - - - - - 
 
- - - 
4814 39.6% 41.0% 39.8% 80.1% 56.0% 44.2% 41.9% 46.5% 52.8% 10.7% 
4815 1.1% 1.3% 1.5% 2.6% 2.0% 14.8% 1.8% 3.1% 1.8% 2.4% 
4816 - - - - - -   - - - 
4817 3.8% 3.7% 4.6% 4.0% 6.7% 11.5% 4.4% 20.2% 5.9% 2.7% 
4818 0.5% 0.7% 0.6% 0.0% 0.8% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 12.1% 1.0% 
4819 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 1.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 64.6% 
Total  100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
When considering the yellow diagonals in Tables 6 and 7, in Table 6 it is higher than the 
broader workforce, thus more creative workers live and work in the same postcode. This is 
possibly a reflection of the fact that many Creative Industries workers run a business from 
home, although this also requires further investigation and research.  
 
Concluding remarks  
This preliminary study is very much a brief and early snapshot view of the Creative 
Industries sector in Townsville; it was always intended to be preliminary in nature and a 
starting point in terms of attempting to map a sector which is not easily defined or illustrated 
in publically available data. Further, the economic contribution of the sector to the 
  Place of residence: 
 
 
4810 4811 4812 4813 4814 4815 4816 4817 4818 4819 
Pl
ac
e 
of
 w
or
k:
 
4810 59.7% 26.5% 31.2% - 27.1% 22.9% 36.8% 26.7% 18.1% 33.3% 
4811 1.2% 25.5% 0.0% - 4.1% 3.8% 18.4% 2.5% 3.4% 0.0% 
4812 7.1% 12.7% 34.4% - 9.8% 0.0% 0.0% 5.7% 7.9% 0.0% 
4813 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% - 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
4814 32.0% 35.3% 34.4% - 57.8% 47.3% 36.8% 38.1% 55.4% 0.0% 
4815 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% - 0.0% 19.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
4816 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% - 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
4817 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% - 1.1% 6.9% 7.9% 27.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
4818 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% - 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 15.3% 0.0% 
4819 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% - 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 66.7% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Townsville economy was not specifically identified in this first phase, given publically 
available data did not define or quantify this. In terms of overall findings, it must firstly be 
stated that the limitations of the available data mean that any claims are tentative and require 
significant further research to validate or understand them better. Nevertheless, the following 
general points can be made in relation to Townsville’s Creative Industries: 
• There is a relatively even distribution of Creative Industries across Townsville, 
although there is an increased level of activity in the city centre; 
• The Creative Industries sector has shown slight growth in terms of total employment 
across 2006-11, although this lags behind the growth of the total Townsville 
workforce as well as the national Creative Industries sector and total workforce; 
• Some sub-sectors of the Creative Industries in Townsville have in fact declined 
during the period 2006-11; 
• Creative Industries workers in Townsville earn less income (on average) than those 
nationally, although the average weekly income has increased across 2006-11; 
• While males dominate the Creative Industries in Townsville, there has been 
significant growth in the number of female workers in the sector across 2006-11; and 
• Many Creative Industries workers appear to live and work in the same postcode, 
suggesting many run a business from home. 
Ultimately, these findings reveal the fact that there is a need for significant further research 
in order to explore these issues in depth, as outlined further below. 
 
Future Research 
This preliminary study has revealed a number of future research opportunities and which are 
necessary to create a fuller picture of the nature and contribution of the Creative Industries to 
Townsville’s economy, including: 
o A more indepth geographical analysis of the locations of creative workers and 
industries in Townsville, through a more advanced GIS mapping and spatial analysis; 
 
o A detailed investigation of the ‘supply’ side of the Creative Industries sector in 
Townsville, namely who are the workers and what services do they provide, thereby 
providing a sense of what is and isn’t available in Townsville as well as the nature of 
the contribution to the Townsville economy; 
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o A detailed investigation of the ‘demand’ for creative services in Townsville from non-
creative businesses, organisations and companies, including a quantification of what 
potential work and income is lost from Townsville to other locations and workers; 
 
o Research into the potential for clustering and partnering within the Creative Industries 
in Townsville as well as opportunities for cross-sector projects and developmental 
opportunities; and 
 
o Further investigation into the potential for physical clustering of further Creative 
Industries workers in the City centre, in order to further build capacity and 
contribution to the Townsville economy. 
This further research would not only offer a range of detailed insights into the creative sector 
of Townsville, but it would enable the identification of a range of ways to foster and build the 
Creative Industries in this city. 
 
Contact author for this scoping study 
Any inquiries regarding this study or ongoing research relevant to Townsville’s Creative 
Industries sector should be directed to Professor Ryan Daniel at the School of Creative Arts, 
James Cook University. Email: Ryan.Daniel@jcu.edu.au 
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Company Name Occupation Street Address Suburb Postcode 
Advancedlife Photographer 2/38 Rendlest Aitkenvale  4814 
Andrew Rankin Photographer PO Box 3571  Hermit Park 4812 
Arch Fraley Photographics Photographer 161 ross river rd Mundingburra 4812 
Bottlebrush Photographer 50 williamst West End 4810 
BrownHenie Photographer 5 georginast Wulguru 4811 
CanndoPhotography Photographer   kirwan 4817 
Cherish Photography Photographer 9a park ln Hyde Park 4812 
claudia photography Photographer 8 Allamanda Crescent  Annandale 4814 
Colin Cargills Photography Photographer 24 choondast Cranbrook 4814 
Flourish Photography Photographer Boston Crescent Douglas 4814 
Glamour look studio Photographer 15 madusast Annandale 4814 
Grail Films  Photographer 146 Bundockst Belgian Gardens 4810 
Images  Photographer 33 Eaton crclest kirwan 4817 
Insight Creative Photographer 38 Meenanst Garbutt 4814 
John De Rooy Photography Photographer 8 aloombacrs Cranbrook 4814 
Kayjay Creative Photographer PO Box 3397 Hermit Park 4812 
Ken Goldstein Photography Photographer 4/358 Flinders mall Townsville 4810 
Kerry Booshand Photography Photographer 8 wirega cl  Douglas 4814 
Leiden Studios Photographer jacarandacrs Annandale 4814 
Magic memories  Photographer 22 shetlandpl Kelso 4815 
Margret Wallen Photographer   Cranbrook 4814 
Appendix 1: Yellow Pages CI Practitioners 
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Michael peterson Photographer 24 robert towns crs Condon 4815 
Mirage photography Photographer PO Box 508 Belgian Gardens 4810 
Miss Scarlett Imagery Photographer 20 Pelican ave Condon 4815 
Myview Imagery Photographer 1/134 charters towers road  Hermit Park 4812 
North Point Photography Photographer PO Box 1419  Townsville 4810 
Northern exposure photography Photographer studio 39 carmodyst Hermit Park 4812 
NQ Family portraits  Photographer 8 carthewst Hermit Park 4812 
Photobase NQ Photographer 1/39 allenst Townsville 4810 
Photography by Bonny Photographer 27 Jensen rd Jensen 4818 
Photography by Kirstof Schrader Photographer 4 thunderbolt drive  Oak Valley 4811 
Princess Photography Photographer 16 macquariest Jensen 4818 
Pure Emotion Photographer 6 Pankinast Mt Lousia 4814 
Quick Smart Photographics Photographer 42 punarist Currajong 4812 
Rintala D Photographer 149 thuringowa drive  kirwan 4817 
Robyn klaer photography Photographer 11 mt cradle ct alligator creek 4816 
RoxineNowland photography Photographer 23 dugong crt bushland beach 4818 
Roy Leigh Photographer 8 Wistariact Annandale 4814 
Splish Splash underwater photography Photographer PO Box 2229  Townsville 4810 
studio 169 Photographer 169 ross river road  Mundingburra 4812 
Throught the looking glass studio Photographer 4 queens st North ward 4810 
Treasure Studios  Photographer PO Box 4510  Kirwan 4817 
Tina Ryland  Photographer   Aitkenvale  4814 
Visual Echo  Photographer 2/6 Ellis Crt Mt Lousia 4814 
Wiz Pics Photography Photographer 5 Isaac st Deeragun 4818 
Academy Photographics Photographers C/I Rollingstonest rollingstone 4816 
Arch Fraley Masterschool Portraits  Photographers C/I 161 ross river rd Mundingburra 4812 
Baker Philip Photographers C/I   Condon 4815 
Chambers Michael  Photographers C/I   Annadale 4814 
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Ken Goldstein Photography Photographers C/I 4/358 Flinders mall Townsville 4810 
Leiden Studios Photographers C/I jacarandacrs Annadale 4814 
Michael peterson Photography Photographers C/I 24 robert towns crs Condon 4815 
Mills Mike  Photographers C/I 160 Kings road Mysterton 4812 
Kristof Schrader Photographers C/I 4 thunderbolt drive  Oak Valley 4811 
Splish Splash underwater photography Photographers C/I PO Box 2229 Townsville 4810 
Throught the looking glass studio Photographers C/I 4 queens st North ward 4810 
Visual Echo  Photographers C/I 2/6 Ellis Crt Mt Lousia 4814 
Wiz Pics Photography Photographers C/I 5 Isaac st Deeragun 4818 
Art on Kings  Art Galleries 203 Kings road Pimlico 4812 
Barefoot Art Food Wine Art Galleries 5 Pacific Drv Horseshoe Bay 4819 
Gallery 6 Art Galleries 7a/203 kings road Pimlico 4812 
Gallery 48 Art Galleries 2/48 The strand  North ward 4810 
JCU Creative Arts Art Galleries James cook drive Townsville 4810 
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery Art Galleries Flinders mall Townsville 4810 
Perter Lawson Fine Art Art Galleries 16 Marine pde arcadia 4819 
Pinnacles gallery Art Galleries 20 village blv Thuringowa 4817 
Sylvia Ditchburn Fine art  Art Galleries Metro Quays 86 ogdenst Townsville 4810 
Townsville Art Stociety Art Galleries 6/203 Kings road  pimilco 4812 
Umbrella Studio Contemporay arts Art Galleries 482 flinders st Townsville 4810 
vonnie van bemmel fine art studio Art Galleries cornerhayles avenue and appian way  arcadia 4819 
Alison Annesley-Watercolour Classes Art School 16 Macadamia crt bushland beach 4818 
Art Studio 26 Art School 284 stuartdrv Wulguru 4811 
In-Ages school of art Art School 3/36 Meenanst Garbutt 4814 
JCU Creative Arts Art School James cook drive Townsville 4810 
vonnie van bemmel fine art studio Art School cornerhayles avenue and appian way  arcadia 4819 
Alison Annesley-Watercolour Classes Artists  16 Macadamia crt bushland beach 4818 
Art by Petra Artists  40 mannikin Way  Bohle Plains 4817 
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Art on Kings  Artists  203 Kings road pimilco 4812 
Dorothy Lucas Art and Calligraphy Artists  54 Davis st Mt Lousia 4814 
Heiner Ruth Artists  419 Ross River road Cranbrook 4814 
Peter Lawson Fine Art Artists  16 Marine pde arcadia 4819 
Re-Creative recycled Artworks Artists    bushland beach 4818 
Robert Paul Designs  Artists  456 Ross River road Cranbrook 4814 
Scott Cumming L and Buckley G Artists  128 Ireland St  Oonoonba 4811 
Sellwood J L  Artists  8 Somerset Crt Horseshoe Bay 4819 
Sylvia Ditchburn Fine art  Artists  Metro Quays 86 ogdenst Townsville 4810 
The Blue Art shop Artists  33 Rendlest Aitkenvale  4814 
Victoria Nelson Glass Design Artists  41 Wagner st Oonoonba 4811 
vonnie van bemmel fine art studio Artists  cornerhayles avenue and appian way  arcadia 4819 
The Blue Art shop Artists supplies 33 Rendlest Aitkenvale  4814 
Townsville art and framing  Artists supplies  103 Duckworth st Garbutt 4814 
A Bear Affair  Arts and Crafts 5/39 Hugh Ryan drive Garbutt 4814 
Artcraft Pty Ltd Arts and Crafts 29 jatst Bohle Plains 4817 
Country Craft Junction  Arts and Crafts 67 Cypress Dr Annadale 4814 
Creative Memories  Arts and Crafts 5 Stanford cl kirwan 4817 
Jeral Pottery Art snf craft centre and frenso house  Arts and Crafts 10 perkinsst South Townsville 4810 
Just country crafts  Arts and Crafts 9 Venessst South Townsville 4810 
Marci's Quilting service  Arts and Crafts   kirwan 4817 
Norths Queensland Potters' Association Inc Arts and Crafts 15 Flowers st Railway Estate 4810 
Paiwer's Designs  Arts and Crafts 10 Lynette st Kelso 4815 
Quilted Kimono Arts and Crafts 81 Mooney St Gulliver 4812 
The stamp shak Arts and Crafts 1/19 Tavern st kirwan 4817 
Twinkle Toes baby and hand sculpturing  Arts and Crafts 13/30 Martinez Ave Townsville 4810 
Alliance Sound and Vision Audio visual Equipment and Productions 285 Fulham road Heatley 4814 
ComTek Audio visual Equipment and Productions 41 Goldringst Hermit Park 4812 
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Digital Dimensions Audio visual Equipment and Productions 20 Cowley st West End 4810 
Electroboard Audio visual Equipment and Productions 3 Jones st Townsville 4810 
Home Smart Home Audio visual Equipment and Productions   Wulguru 4811 
MalcomPrest Video Audio visual Equipment and Productions 3 Marcel st kirwan 4817 
Mark Graham Electrical Audio visual Equipment and Productions 145 Thuringowa drive Thuringowa 4817 
Mr Rental Audio visual Equipment and Productions 1/268 Charters towers road Hermit Park 4812 
Paul Lyons Productions Audio visual Equipment and Productions 18 Chatsworth crs Annandale 4814 
RapidSpin Video Audio visual Equipment and Productions 235 Charters towers road Townsville 4810 
Staging Connections  Audio visual Equipment and Productions Sir Leslie Thiess Drive  Townsville 4810 
Solex Audio visual Equipment and Productions 2/20 Somerst Hyde Park 4812 
Talkin Audio Productions Audio visual Equipment and Productions 6/58 Keane st Currajong 4812 
TR Vidcom Audio visual Equipment and Productions 8/15 Castlemaine st kirwan 4817 
Barrier Reed Orchestra Bands, Choirs and Orchestras PO Box 576  Townsville 4810 
Cook Islands Cultural Dance Group Bands, Choirs and Orchestras PO Box 280 Wulguru 4811 
Larry Thomson Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 10 Fennerst Douglas 4814 
Love for Swing Jazz band Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 90 Horseshoe bay road Magnetic Island 4819 
Marathon Entertainment Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 18 Masuda st Annandale 4814 
Phil Hird Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 19/10 Nineteeth avenue kirwan 4817 
The Australian Concerto and Vocal Competition Inc Bands, Choirs and Orchestras PO Box 5971 Townsville 4810 
Townsvillle Brass band and academy  Bands, Choirs and Orchestras Rooney St  South Townsville 4810 
Townsville Choral Society  Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 3 Begonia Crt Annandale 4814 
Townsville-Thuringgowa Pipes and Drums Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 46 Jacaranda Crs Annandale 4814 
Trax Music  Bands, Choirs and Orchestras 539 Dalrymple Road Mt Lousia 4814 
Dan Thomson Building Designer 167 Denham st Townsville 4810 
9point9 Architects  Building Designer 1/105 Denham st Townsville 4810 
AMW Design and drafting  Building Designer 3 Jade crt Annandale 4814 
Andre Melville Building Designer PO Box 1979  Aitkenvale  4814 
Archicentre Building Designer PO Box 2019  Townsville 4810 
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ArlletteGiudes Building Designer 4 Hale St  North ward 4810 
Bob Page Drafting  Building Designer 262 Hugh st Gulliver 4812 
Brad Owens  Building Designer PO Box 3412  Hermit Park 4812 
Brett Hodkinson Building Designer 40 Masuda st Annandale 4814 
Building Design centre Building Designer 7 River crtalce River Side 4814 
Building Designers Association Building Designer PO Box 3412  Hermit Park 4812 
Calder Design and Drafting Building Designer 10 Kenwick Place Kirwan 4817 
C and B Designs  Building Designer 46 Hugh Ryan Drive Garbutt 4814 
Concepts Building Design Building Designer 10 Cummins st Hyde Park 4812 
David Thompson Drafting service  Building Designer 6 Blanesst cranbrook 4814 
David Townsend Designs  Building Designer 95 Denham st South Townsville 4810 
Design Centre NQ Building Designer 7 Turnbull st Garbutt 4814 
Duncan Projects Pty Ltd Building Designer 2/2 Blackwood st Townsville 4810 
Ecostudio Energy-Efficiency Assessments  Building Designer 69 Charlotte st Aitkenvale  4814 
Geoff Myers Drafting  Building Designer 11 Parkview crt Cranbrook 4814 
Grady Homes Building Designer 441 Bayswater road Garbutt 4814 
GDV Building Design Building Designer 448 Bayswater road Mt Lousia 4814 
Hywel Jones Landscape Artists  Building Designer 2/58 Perkins st (west) Railway Estate 4810 
Kearney Design and drafting services  Building Designer 20 Nowland Ave Cranbrook 4814 
Les Kriesel Drafting Building Designer 47 Henrietta st Aitkenvale  4814 
MacCallum planning and architecture Building Designer 7/7 barlowst South Townsville 4810 
Mark Hall Building design Building Designer 28 Greensladest West End 4810 
Nth Qld Construction Consulting Building Designer 1/9 cicilrd Garbutt 4814 
Northpoint development consultants  Building Designer 7 woolcockst Hyde Park 4812 
Panoramic building design Building Designer 11/22 Marks st Hermit Park 4812 
PDT Architects  Building Designer 36 ingham road West End 4810 
Perry J macdonald constructions Building Designer 2 kern brothers drive kirwan 4817 
Peter Johnstone design and drafting Building Designer 260 williams road alligator creek 4816 
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RGM maintence Building Designer 10-14 Ronald crt Mt Lousia 4814 
Robley hall and dunlop architects  Building Designer 337 flinders mall  Townsville 4810 
RPA architects  Building Designer 112 denhamst South Townsville 4810 
Riverway arts centre  Drama school 20 village blv Thuringowa 4817 
Murrell Academy of drama Drama school 10 gulliverst Mundingburra 4812 
Acoustic Music Entertainers 5 glasgow avenue Mt Lousia 4814 
Amusements plus Entertainers PO Box 1505  Aitkenvale  4814 
Anna Goanna's  Entertainers 5 Olivia crt alligator creek 4816 
Blindi& the sneekers Entertainers PO Box 1454 Aitkenvale  4814 
Capoeira Brasil Entertainers 17 flemingst Aitkenvale  4814 
Cook Islands Cultural Dance Group Entertainers PO Box 280 Wulguru 4811 
DJ Guru Entertainers PO Box 3846 Hermit Park 4812 
Fetiche Duo Entertainers 6 Eureka crs kirwan 4817 
Goanna Entertainment Entertainers Dyer st pallaranda 4810 
Groove Entertainers   Hyde Park 4812 
Hands on Wildlife  Entertainers PO Box 10092 pallaranda 4810 
Jeff Carter Solo Entertainer Entertainers 19 Maxwell drive Deeragun 4818 
Jo Jo's magic for kids Entertainers 5 Begg S Gulliver 4812 
Just Coorz Entertainers   Annandale 4814 
Kerrilee-Solo Entertainers 6 Eureka crs kirwan 4817 
Larry Thomson Entertainers 10 Fennerst Douglas 4814 
Lenny Mobile Disco Entertainers 102 River park drive Annandale 4814 
Love for Swing Jazz band Entertainers 90 Horseshoe bay road Magnetic Island 4819 
Marathon Entertainment Entertainers 18 Masuda st Annandale 4814 
Phil Hird Entertainers 19/10 Nineteeth avenue kirwan 4817 
Pollys Crafts  Entertainers PO Box 141  Wulguru 4811 
Raydano Entertainers 12B Hilltop drive Mt Lousia 4814 
The twisted sisters Entertainers 39 GoicoecheaDrv bushland beach 4818 
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Trax Music  Entertainers 539 Dalrymple Road Mt Lousia 4814 
Trevanion Vicki M Entertainers 1 Saunders beach road Saunders beach 4818 
Yeehaar Entertainment Entertainers PO Box 1102 Oonoonba 4811 
Australia Festival of chamber music  Entertainment Promoters Sir Leslie Thiess Drive  Townsville 4810 
DJC Productions Entertainment Promoters PO Box 1842  Townsville 4810 
Insight Marketing Group Entertainment Promoters 12/175 Sturt st Townsville 4810 
JK Events  Entertainment Promoters PO Box 454  Belgian Gardens 4810 
Lush fm Entertainment Promoters PO Box 6054 Townsville 4810 
Grail Films  Film Production 146 Bundockst Belgian Gardens 4810 
Hawkeye Digital Films Film Production   Annandale 4814 
Jepson Media Film Production 6 Oxley st North ward 4810 
Paul Lyons Productions Film Production 18 Chatsworth crs Annandale 4814 
RapidSpin Video Film Production 235 Charters towers road Townsville 4810 
121 Creative Grapic Design Services  5 Fletcher st Townsville 4810 
Adspeak Marketing  Grapic Design Services  3 Elm crt bushland beach 4818 
Austin's Signs Grapic Design Services  132 Southwoodrd Stuart 4811 
Brown Lian Grapic Design Services  PO Box 916 Aitkenvale  4814 
Butterfly House Grapic Design Services  43 Picnic st Picnic bay 4819 
Cardzilla Grapic Design Services  256 charters towers rd Hermit Park 4812 
chocjelly Creative Grapic Design Services    Hermit Park 4812 
Chumber beach Design  Grapic Design Services  PO Box 323  Hyde Park 4812 
Demon Graphics  Grapic Design Services    West End 4810 
Predator Signs Grapic Design Services  23 Auscancres Garbutt 4814 
Fresh Edge Events and design Grapic Design Services  234 Boundartst South Townsville 4810 
Graphic Gesture Grapic Design Services  215 Kelso Drive  Kelso 4815 
Harshmellow Media and design  Grapic Design Services  64 Crestbrook drive Mt Lousia 4814 
Hastings Printers  Grapic Design Services  253-255 Ingham road  Garbutt 4814 
Hype Creative  Grapic Design Services  PO Box 1631  Townsville 4810 
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Jasper Design Grapic Design Services  PO Box 1609 Aitkenvale  4814 
Kaptiv Media  Grapic Design Services  34 summerland drive  Deeragun 4818 
NQ Web Design Grapic Design Services  102 Martinez Ave West End 4810 
Oracle studio  Grapic Design Services  Shop 8 Metro Quays 8 ogden South Townsville 4810 
Osmotion Grapic Design Services  280 Flinders st South Townsville 4810 
Queenland signage solutions Grapic Design Services  1/60 Keane st Currajong 4812 
Robert Paul Designs  Grapic Design Services  456 Ross River road cranbrook 4814 
TBD Communication Design Grapic Design Services  14/358 Flinders mall Townsville 4810 
The Digimen.com Grapic Design Services  611 Flinders st South Townsville 4810 
The golden quill  Grapic Design Services  Vickers road Condon 4815 
Townsville Desgin Grapic Design Services  PO Box 173 JCU  Douglas 4814 
Verve Design Grapic Design Services  2/1 Mcllwraithst South Townsville 4810 
Turekroad Interior Designers & Decorators  829 Flinders st Townsville 4810 
Curtain Force Interior Designers & Decorators  81 Pilkington st Garbutt 4814 
Finishing Touches by Janiene Murrell Interior Designers & Decorators  256B Charters towers road Hermit Park 4812 
Indala Interior Design and Landscapes Interior Designers & Decorators  8/85 Ogden st Townsville 4810 
Interior garden designer Interior Designers & Decorators  28 stantontce North ward 4810 
Jools Interiors  Interior Designers & Decorators  Woolcockst Hyde Park 4812 
Kristees Interiors  Interior Designers & Decorators  383 Dalrymple rd Mt Lousia 4814 
Lornacy Interiors  Interior Designers & Decorators  214 Charters towers road Hermit Park 4812 
Panache Painting & Real estate repairs  Interior Designers & Decorators  8 Nobel st Wulguru 4811 
Reynolds David  Interior Designers & Decorators  1 Humphrey st West End 4810 
Speerstra interiors  Interior Designers & Decorators  185 Ingham road Townsville 4810 
The coloured House  Interior Designers & Decorators  5 Hamill st Garbutt 4814 
Urbanite Design  Interior Designers & Decorators  171B Harold st West End 4810 
Aaron Girling Murals Murals 72 Dunlop st Kelso 4815 
Olsen Cory Music Arrangers & Composers 32 Alpha st kirwan 4817 
Raydano Music Arrangers & Composers 12 B Hilltop Drive Mt Lousia 4814 
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Tanzer L & K Music Arrangers & Composers 6 Eureka crs kirwan 4817 
The Jingle Jungle  Music Arrangers & Composers 36 Putt st Railway Estate 4810 
Arties Music Hut Music & Musical Instruments  99 charters towers road Hermit Park 4812 
Arties Music Hut Music & Musical Instruments  657 Ross river road kirwan 4817 
Browning street music Music & Musical Instruments  10 Browning st West End 4810 
Fourstrings Music & Musical Instruments  46 Southwoodrd Stuart 4811 
Music Warehouse Music & Musical Instruments  206 Ross river road Aitkenvale  4814 
Olsen Cory Music & Musical Instruments  32 Alpha st kirwan 4817 
Print Music  Music & Musical Instruments  4/37 Hammett st Currajong 4812 
Revolver Compact discs Music & Musical Instruments  9/390 Flinders st mall Townsville 4810 
Sound Bound Studios Music & Musical Instruments  5 Jenkins st kirwan 4817 
Walu Music Music & Musical Instruments  99 charters towers road Hyde Park 4812 
Browning street music Music Teachers 10 Browning st West End 4810 
Creative arts and music etiquette Music Teachers 12 Redhead Drive Aitkenvale  4814 
Donna Emery-Paedia Tricks Music Teachers 139 Boundary st South Townsville 4810 
Flute Magic  Music Teachers 85 Marabou drive Annandale 4814 
Jorgensen R M& M V Music Teachers 3 Marabou drive Annandale 4814 
Kennedy J and Terry Music Teachers 5 Canarast cranbrook 4814 
Lets Play music  Music Teachers 298 Ross river road Aitkenvale  4814 
Olsen Cory Music Teachers 32 Alpha st kirwan 4817 
Print Music  Music Teachers 4/37 Hammett st Currajong 4812 
Rehn P & K  Music Teachers 65 Boronia Drive Annandale 4814 
Sound Bound Studios Music Teachers 5 Jenkins st kirwan 4817 
The keyboard shop Music Teachers 2/264 Woolcockst Currajong 4812 
Trevanion Vicki M Music Teachers 1 Saunders beach road bushland beach 4818 
Browning street music Musical Intrument repairs 10 Browning st West End 4810 
Doctor Woodwind Musical Intrument repairs 15 Albury st Pimlico 4812 
K & P Piano tuning services  Musical Intrument repairs 57 Illutacrt Rasmussen 4815 
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Acoustic Music Musicians 5 glasgow avenue Mt Lousia 4814 
Bitter suite Musicians 11 jabiru ave Condon 4815 
Fetiche Duo Musicians 85 Marabou drive Annandale 4814 
Kerrilee-Solo Musicians 6 Eureka crs kirwan 4817 
Larry Thomson Musicians 10 Fennerst Douglas 4814 
Mchutchison Rebecca Muscn Musicians 5/96 The strand st North ward 4810 
Olsen Cory Musicians 32 Alpha st kirwan 4817 
Raydano Musicians 12B Hilltop drive Mt Lousia 4814 
Townsville Community music centre  Musicians cornersturt& stokes st Townsville 4810 
Advantage Signs Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 28 Casey st Aitkenvale  4814 
Gracie Signs  Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 273 Ingham rd Garbutt 4814 
Neon Design Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 36 Granitevalerd Alice River 4817 
Northern Signs Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 1/2 Whitehouse st Garbutt 4814 
Northpoint Neon Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED v5/405 Bayswater rd Garbutt 4814 
Pegasus Installation service  Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 10 Southwoodrd Stuart 4811 
Queenland signage solutions Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 1/60 Keane st Currajong 4812 
Seriously Signs Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 3 Annavillerd Jensen 4818 
Signs on tap Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 23 Makleyst Garbutt 4814 
Signtime Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 1/59 Pilkington st Garbutt 4814 
The Sign Company Signs-Neon,Illuminated& LED 13 gurney st Garbutt 4814 
Abc signs NQ Signwriters 171 Ingham rd West End 4810 
Advantage Signs Signwriters 28 Casey st Aitkenvale  4814 
Austin's Signs Signwriters 132 Southwoodrd Stuart 4811 
Castle Rock signs and desgin Signwriters 99 Eyre st North ward 4810 
Chris Bingley signs Signwriters 247 Ingham rd Garbutt 4814 
Digital Central Signwriters 111-119 Bowen rd Rosslea 4812 
Go Nutz Promotions Signwriters 34 Wotton st Aitkenvale  4814 
Gracie Signs  Signwriters 273  Inghamrd Garbutt 4814 
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Kai's Sign Signwriters 34 Wotton st Aitkenvale  4814 
Lamont Graphics Signwriters 60 Ingham rd West End 4810 
Northern Signs Signwriters 1/2 Whitehouse st Garbutt 4814 
Pegasus Installation service  Signwriters 10 Southwoodrd Stuart 4811 
TranzformGraphix Signwriters 55 Pilkington st Garbutt 4814 
200 Web Web site design services  8/105 Mitchell st North ward 4810 
Activ8 Web design Web site design services  3 somerdalepkt Idalia 4811 
Adspeak Marketing  Web site design services  3 Elm crt bushland beach 4818 
Bajtech Web site design services  1/46 Hugh ryan drive Garbutt 4814 
Choice IT Web site design services  16 viola crt Annandale 4814 
Cyber Factory  Web site design services  16 stuartst North ward 4810 
Help Wizard Pty Web site design services  2/57 Bowen rd Mundingburra 4812 
Internet Solutions Townsville Web site design services  601-603 Flinders st South Townsville 4810 
Kaptiv Media  Web site design services  34 summerland drive  Deeragun 4818 
Marketing and Desgin Firm Web site design services  18 warbler crs Douglas 4814 
NQ Web Design Web site design services  102 Martinez Ave West End 4810 
Oracle studio  Web site design services  86 ogdenst Townsville 4810 
Osmotion Web site design services  280 Flinders st South Townsville 4810 
Random Technologies Web site design services  184 Vickers rd Condon 4815 
Re-boot IT Solutions  Web site design services  14/302 Ross river rd Aitkenvale  4814 
Aquarius Printing  Printers  21 Salina drive  Kelso 4815 
ASAP Printers  Printers  299 Ingham rd Garbutt 4814 
Budget colour copies  Printers  9/48 Thuringowa drive  kirwan 4817 
Business card Promotions  Printers  19 reef st Saunders beach 4818 
Cardzilla Printers  256 charters towers rd Hermit Park 4812 
Coral Sea agencies  Printers  22 Indigo crs Annandale 4814 
Dy-mark  Printers  1/42 Keane st Currajong 4812 
Geon Printers  1/264 Woolcockst Currajong 4812 
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Hastings Printers  Printers  253-255 Ingham road  Garbutt 4814 
K Print Promotional Products  Printers  13 Crispin st kirwan 4817 
KwikKopy Design and Print  Printers  5 Fletcher st South Townsville 4810 
Lotsa printing Printers  671 flinders st Townsville 4810 
Myview Imagery Printers  1/134 charters towers road  Hermit Park 4812 
NPS Corporate Printers  65 Leylanst Garbutt 4814 
Pacific plan printing  Printers  33 Rendlest Aitkenvale  4814 
Printworx Printers  50 Bowen road  Rosslea 4812 
Queensland Micrographics  Printers  5 saddle crt Mt Lousia 4814 
Sharp Solutions NQ  Printers  105 charters towers rd Hermit Park 4812 
Signs of Excellence  Printers  18 Madden st Aitkenvale  4814 
The golden quill  Printers  24/184-186 vickersrd Condon 4815 
The Lotsa Group Printers  12 Denham st Townsville 4810 
Townprint Printers  78 Charles st Aitkenvale  4814 
Townsville Desgin Printers  PO Box 173 JCU  Douglas 4814 
Cussons Maureen Dressmaker Corner Dooreyst& Twelfth Avenue Railway Estate 4810 
JaDelle Designs  Dressmaker 1/52 French St  Pimlico 4812 
Ruth Groundwater designs  Dressmaker 18 Choondast cranbrook 4814 
Sewingz On Dressmaker 19 Alice st cranbrook 4814 
Victoria Nelson Glass Design Glass Artistry and blowing  41 Wagner st Oonoonba 4811 
Hywel Jones Landscape Architects  Landscape Architects 2/58 Perkins st (west) Railway Estate 4810 
McConnell S M Landscape Architects 34 Brownhillst Mundingburra 4812 
Place Design Group Landscape Architects 46 Ross River Rd Mundingburra 4812 
Urban Design Collaborative  Landscape Architects 7 Barlow st Townsville 4810 
Aus-Bizlist Advertising  2 Sheperdcct kirwan 4817 
CityLife Magazine  Advertising  Flinders mall Townsville 4810 
Jan Douglas Advertising  4/17 Willmettst Townsville 4810 
Mak Advertising Advertising  2 The Strand  Townsville 4810 
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Marketing and Desgin Firm Advertising  18 warbler crs Douglas 4814 
Northern Signs  Advertising  1/2 Whitehouse st Garbutt 4814 
Patteson Kathy Advertising  8 Leeds st Gulliver 4812 
Pene Norris  Advertising  2 Forbes st cluden 4811 
Queesnland Signage Solutions  Advertising  1/60 Keane st Currajong 4812 
Southern Cross Ten Townsville  Advertising  9 Martinez Ave  West End 4810 
The Express  Advertising  18 Flagstone Ave  Rangewood 4817 
The Marketing Factory  Advertising  22 Walker st Townsville 4810 
Voicebox Audio Productions  Advertising  47 Dalpuraave cranbrook 4814 
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